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Abstract. Effort estimation is fundamental for developing software projects and
critical for their success. This paper focuses on how Colombian agile practition-
ers perform effort estimates in agile projects. For this purpose, we conducted
an exploratory survey study that involved 60 respondents. The main findings are
the following: (1) Agile practitioners prefer estimation techniques based on Ex-
pert Judgement. (2) Most of the respondents perceive that their estimates have
a medium accuracy level. (3) The determining effort drivers are features of the
project team and the software to be built. (4) The use of datasets for estimation
is not common. (5) Most of the results of related studies are similar to ours, with
differences in terms of the roles involved and the techniques used.

1. Introduction
Software Development Effort Estimation (SDEE) is the process of assessing or predicting
the most realistic effort, duration, and cost of a software endeavor [1], [2]. In the software
engineering domain, effort estimation and planning are two closely related activities since
the first one is essential to carry out the second one [3]. Accurate and precise estimates
influence several planning tasks that help complete the project properly, such as creating
a detailed schedule, breaking a project down into phases, and prioritizing functionalities
for delivery.

Although effort estimation has been widely studied, the iterative nature of ag-
ile methods requires specialized estimation techniques [4]. Despite the numerous ap-
proaches proposed so far, the effort estimates in Agile Software Development (ASD) are
far from perfect and in most cases the tendency is to underestimate the effort required.
Requirements, management, and team-related issues are cited as the top causes for large
differences between the actual and estimated effort [5].

Expert Judgment techniques have been by far the most common estimation ap-
proach used in Agile Effort Estimation (AEE) to predict software development effort.
Expert Judgment is the assessment based on the experience of an application area, knowl-
edge field, discipline, or industry, for the activity being performed. Such expertise may be
provided by groups or individuals with specific education, knowledge, skills, experience,
or training [6]. The most widely used estimation technique in ASD is Planning Poker,
which is a variation of Expert Judgment.

A recent update of a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on effort estimation in
ASD summarizes the results of primary studies published from December 2013 to Jan-
uary 2020. The review focuses on 73 papers that provided new evidence for characterizing
estimation activities in agile projects. These results confirm that Planning Poker has be-
come the most widely used estimation technique, and it is very closely related to the most



frequently used size metric, namely Story Points (SP). Moreover, SP estimate the size and
complexity of user stories, which are the main artifacts for specifying user requirements
in ASD [5].

The aim of this work is to analyze the current state of the software estimation
process for agile software development in Colombia. To the best of our knowledge, there
are no similar studies conducted in this region on AEE. Even more important, our interest
is to verify the main findings of other studies regarding the effort estimation process in
ASD, specifically concerning techniques used, existing problems, and opportunities for
improvement.

We collected and analyzed data from five areas of interest: (1) Techniques used
to carry out effort estimation; (2) Accuracy level of effort estimation in ASD; (3) Effort
predictors used in this process; (4) Datasets, i.e. a collection of information containing
estimations from software projects, used to perform effort estimation activities and (5)
Differences between our findings and previous studies conducted in other regions. The
data collection instrument was an online survey. It allowed us to gather information re-
lated to the aforementioned areas of interest, along with the demographic information of
people who play various technical and managerial roles in ASD.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work of software
development effort estimation on agile contexts. Section 3 describes the research method-
ology. Section 4 presents the most significant results of the study. Section 5 discusses the
principal findings. Threats to validity and conclusions are described in sections 6 and 7,
respectively.

2. Related Work

There is extensive literature of effort estimation based on surveys. Most of these studies
have been carried out on traditional software development. Molokken and Jorgensen
reported studies of this type since 1984 [7]. As traditional software methods are still in
used, there are recent publications with the same scope [8], [9]. On the contrary, the
literature review indicates that there are few studies, regarding effort estimation on ASD,
similar to ours.

The first of them is the research by Usman et al., which validates a previous study
by the same authors [10]. In this work of 2014, they surveyed 60 agile practitioners with
experience in effort estimation from 16 different countries belonging to the five conti-
nents. Results showed that Planning Poker, Analogy, and Expert Judgment are frequently
used estimation techniques in ASD, while SP is the most frequently employed size met-
ric. Moreover, the expertise level of the team and prior experience are the most commonly
used cost drivers. More than half of the respondents believe that their effort estimates on
average are under/overestimated by an error of 25% or more. Finally, they found that
most agile teams take into account implementation and testing activities during effort
estimation, and it is mostly performed at iteration and release planning levels in ASD.

The second study was carried out in 2018 by Vera et al. [11]. They conducted an
empirical study that identified the most frequent approaches to effort estimation in Chilean
companies. Their main findings reveal that companies use Expert Judgment mainly due
to their inability to count on trustworthy historical data. This inability to record reliable



information is usually a consequence of the unplanned human resource sharing performed
by the small software companies. It is worth noting that this study included all kinds of
software projects.

In 2019, Prokopova et al. [12] conducted a study aimed at analyzing the project
estimation process in Czech companies. 91 companies, belonging to six information tech-
nology areas were surveyed. They found that the most widely used estimation technique is
Expert Judgment with 57% incidence. Overall, 48% of companies report implementation
time as a key factor for the estimation. The most common cause (39%) of delivery delays
in software projects is the requirements volatility. In general, 54% companies failed to
complete a quarter of projects in the estimated timeframe. It is important to note that this
study considered both agile and traditional projects.

Regarding effort estimation accuracy levels in ASD, Ramessur et al. [13] analyzed
15 projects in a well-known Mauritanian company and uncovered eighteen factors that
influence iterations effort estimation and promote better estimation accuracy levels. These
factors mainly refer to stakeholders, team characteristics, code base features, requirements
aspects, and managerial factors.

Finally, there are several studies about effort estimation on User Stories [14], [15],
[16], [17]. Majchrzak et al. [14] propose factors influencing User Story estimation. Their
results show three major factor groups: management, knowledge, and requirements is-
sues. Additionally, there are post-release defect factors that are directly related to in-
accurate estimates: demotivation, stress, missing requirements, and inappropriate tests.
Abrahamsson et al. [15] propose an ASD method for predicting development effort based
on well structured user stories. Mahnič and Hovelja [16] carried out an empirical study
using Planning Poker for estimating user stories, whose main finding is the correlation
between the expertise of estimators and the estimation accuracy. Haugen [17] shows that
the introduction of Planning Poker improves the estimation performance of the team on
Extreme Programming (XP) environments.

3. Research Methodology

This work is a survey study that follows the approach suggested by Linaker et al. [18]
who define the fundamental activities that must be carried out in studies based on surveys,
within the software engineering field.

In 2015, Usman et al. [10] conducted a survey study aimed at validating the re-
sults of a previous SLR where ASD practitioners were consulted. Following a similar
approach, we identified an SLR performed by Fernandez-Diego et al. [5] that was pub-
lished just before the beginning of this research. Aside from being a recent SLR, there
are several circumstances that make it suitable for our survey design. First, it is an update
of an SLR carried out by Usman et al. and published in 2014 [19]. Second, it covered
primary studies published between December 2013 and January 2020. Lastly, it keeps the
research questions from 2014 SLR which are included in our study.

3.1. Research Questions

The main motivation for our study is to know how Colombian ASD practitioners estimate
effort. In the absence of studies in this regard, we consider it pertinent and useful to carry



out a survey study that, in the context of agile methods, inquires about the similar aspects
investigated by other studies at a global level.

With the above in mind, we selected four research questions from Usman and
Fernandez-Diego [19] [5]. We adapted two of them to focus only on effort estimation.
We added a fifth question about how the results of our study compare with similar ones
in other regions of the world. As a result, through this study, we answer the following
research questions:

• RQ1: What techniques have been used to estimate effort in ASD?
• RQ2: What is the accuracy level of effort estimation techniques in ASD?
• RQ3: What effort predictors have been used for effort estimation in ASD?
• RQ4: What are the characteristics of the datasets used for effort estimation in

ASD?
• RQ5: Are there significant differences between the results of our study and previ-

ous studies conducted in other regions?

3.2. The Survey and the Respondents
An online survey was sent to 146 ASD practitioners from diverse technology areas and
regions of the country who have worked on ASD projects performing, among others,
software estimation activities.

To determine the target population, we made a list of people who had academic
or work relationships with us. In addition, we made sure that all of them were working in
companies or departments involved in software development. This approach to select the
participants can be classified as “convenience sampling”, where the sample is taken from
a group of people easy to contact [20].

The survey has 23 questions distributed into five sections. The first section, related
to the demographic profile, inquiries about the profession, educational level, age, gender,
and software development experience of the respondents. The other sections are all re-
lated to software effort estimation and collect information to help answer the research
questions. These sections request information regarding techniques, tools, standards, and
effort drivers, among others.

The survey was available for three weeks and 60 complete responses were col-
lected. These answers correspond to the 41% of the sample initially planned. The survey
was distributed in Spanish and an English version is available online [21].

4. Results
4.1. Demographics
Sixty Colombian ASD practitioners from different regions answered the survey. Geo-
graphically, almost all the respondents work in the Andean region of the country, where
the most densely populated cities are located.

In respect of age and education level, 50% of the respondents are over 36 years
old, 45% are between 25 and 35 years old, and 5% of them are under 25. Moreover, more
than 90% of them own at least a bachelor’s degree and 63% earned a postgraduate degree.

Regarding roles, the respondents are mostly developers (46.7%), software design-
ers (18.3%), and business analysts (11.7%). There is minor representation of other roles,



Figure 1. Techniques used for Effort Estimating

such as software architects (5%), scrum masters (5%), project leaders (5%), IT managers
(2%), among others.

Regarding the business area where they work, most of them are in the information
technology (59%) and financial sectors (27%). Other minor areas reported were govern-
ment and medical and healthcare industries.

Finally, concerning experience in software engineering, 81.7% of the respondents
reported more than 5 years working in the software industry and regarding effort estima-
tion experience, 48.3% of respondents reported more than 5 years of experience, 26.7%
have at least 2 years, and 13.3% less than one year doing estimation tasks.

4.2. Effort Estimation

This section presents the survey results grouped by research question.

4.2.1. RQ1: What techniques have been used to estimate effort in ASD?

There are six questions in the survey oriented to answer this research question. First, we
asked them about the effort estimation techniques used in their agile projects. The results
show that the top 5 techniques used by the respondents are Expert Judgment - Delphi
(66.7%), Planning Poker (53.3%), Analogy (35%), Top-Down (26.7%), and Regression
(21.7%). Figure 1 shows the results for all effort techniques.

Second, we inquired about agile frameworks used by the respondents. The most
used frameworks are Scrum (100%), Kanban (41.7%), Extreme Programming (36,6%),
and Test-Driven Development (15%). Other agile methods are used by less than 10%
of the respondents, including Lean Software Development, Crystal, Dynamic Systems
Development Method (DSDM) and Feature Driven Development (FDD). Frameworks
for scaling agile such as SAFe were reported in only a few cases.

Third, we asked at what planning levels the respondents perform the effort estima-
tion. The results indicate that 78.3% of the respondents estimate at the User Story level,
66.7% estimate at project level and 45% estimate at release and iteration level.



Fourth, we inquired about the software lifecycle activities where the respondents
performed effort estimation. The most relevant software activities where estimation is
performed are development (88.3%), followed by analysis (60%), design (53.3%), testing
(51.7%), documentation, maintenance (36.7%), and training (18.3%).

Fifth, we inquired about tools to support the effort estimation process. We found
that spreadsheets are the most used (90%), followed by customized tools (20%). Spe-
cialized tools for estimation are used to a lesser extent (20% for open source tools and
10% for proprietary ones). 5% of the respondents use no tools and only 3.3% of them
use project management or application lifecycle management tools such as Kanban, MS
Project or Azure DevOps tools.

Finally, we asked about software measurement units used in agile projects. The
most used unit is Story Points (58.3%), followed by Use Case Points (33.3%), Func-
tion Points (30%), and Lines of Code (21.7%). A significant percentage of respondents
(16.7%) use no unit and some of them reported ’working hours’ as an additional measure-
ment unit, even though this one is not defined as a software measurement unit.

4.2.2. RQ2: What is the level of accuracy of effort estimation techniques in ASD?

To answer RQ2, the survey includes three general questions and one specific for the Plan-
ning Poker technique.

The results show that the accuracy level is high for 23.3% of the respondents,
medium for 53.3%, and low or very low for 11.7% of them. Additionally, 11.7% of the
respondents do not have a clear idea about the accuracy of their estimates.

With respect to techniques for measuring the effort estimation accuracy. Most
of the respondents (70%) use no technique to calculate the estimation accuracy levels,
while 18.3% use variance analysis, 8.3% Prediction at level X or PRED(X), and 8.3%
Magnitude of Relative Error (MRE).

Regarding factors affecting accuracy of effort estimation. Results show that the
most relevant factors are requirements definition (80%), followed by the size and ex-
perience of the project team (58.3%), user involvement (45%), excessive optimism or
pessimism (36.7%), project management (35%), and formality of the estimation process
(23.3%). Figure 2 shows all factors that somehow influence effort accuracy level.

Table 1. Results of Accuracy Level for Planning Poker

Accuracy levelType of estimation Very High High Medium Low Very low Not Apply
Duration 12% 41% 44% 0% 3% 0%
Cost 6% 12% 56% 14% 3% 9%
Resources 3% 38% 45% 6% 0% 8%

Focused on ASD and considering that Planning Poker is the most used effort esti-
mation technique [10], we formulated questions to find out the accuracy level of duration,
cost, and resources estimates. The data collected indicate that 56.6% of the respondents



Figure 2. Factors Influencing Effort Accuracy Level

Figure 3. Effort Predictors in ASD

have used Planning Poker as an effort estimation technique. Table 1 shows the results
distributed by type of estimation and accuracy where Planning Poker is used.

4.2.3. RQ3: What effort predictors have been used for effort estimation in ASD?

We formulate two questions to know which effort predictors are considered fundamental
in ASD. Regarding the perception of the predictors’ importance in the effort estimation
activities, results show that the team experience is a fundamental factor for almost all of
the respondents (95%). The second most selected factor is software complexity (83.3%).
The third, fourth, and fifth places in the list are type of development (65%), team size
(65%), and agile development method (53.3%), respectively (Figure 3).

Concerning the predictors actually used by the respondents, the resulting list is
almost the same. They consider team experience as the main factor (86.7%), followed
by software complexity (70%), development type, i.e., new or maintenance (60%), and



team size (55%). Other factors are considered but to a lesser extent, including develop-
ment method (agile or traditional), software domain (business sector), and programming
language, among others. The four most important effort predictors are the most used in
practice by the respondents. Two noteworthy differences refer, on the one hand, to the
agile method used, and on the other, to the project duration. The agile approach adopted
by the team seems to be less important in practice, while the project duration turns out to
be more important in practice than in theory.

4.2.4. RQ4: What are the characteristics of the datasets used for effort estimation in
ASD?

First of all, the most important finding is that the majority of the people surveyed (83.6%)
have never made an effort estimate based on project datasets. However, from the re-
sponses of people who have used datasets, we identified two characteristics of the datasets
used. First, the organizations where the respondents work own these datasets. Second,
the datasets are used to estimate by analogies. Furthermore, only 3.6% of the respondents
have used licensed datasets, 7.2% free access datasets, and 10.9% datasets owned by the
company.

Regarding how the datasets have been used, we found that 12.7% of the respon-
dents use them to make comparisons among projects of the same company, 9.09% apply
parametric effort estimation techniques by using the datasets, and 5.4% use the datasets
to estimate effort based on comparisons with projects outside their companies.

4.2.5. RQ5: Are there significant differences between the results of this study and
previous studies conducted in other regions?

Estimation techniques. In this regard, Usman et al. [10] conclude that Planning Poker and
Analogy are the most used techniques in ASD. Vera et al. [11] report Expert Judgment
as the main technique for software effort estimation and, in some cases, Expert Judgment
combined with Analogy. In our study, Expert Judgment and Planning Poker are the most
used techniques for effort estimating. Our study and the one by Usman et al. [10] are en-
tirely comparable, as the respondents chose from the same list of estimation techniques.
The comparison with the study by Vera et al. [11] is partial because the list of techniques
provided by their survey is unknown. In the study by Prokopova et al. [12], respon-
dents had the option of choosing Expert Judgment and Analogy but not Planning Poker.
Therefore, only the results obtained in relation to Expert Judgment are comparable in all
studies, as shown in Figure 4.

Effort predictors. Our results point out that the most relevant is team experience,
followed by software complexity, and development type (new or maintenance). Ramessur
et al. [13] list similar factors affecting the effort estimates and conclude that the prime
factors that may affect the estimation accuracy are team experience, technical skills, and
requirements complexity.

Estimation Accuracy Level. Our results indicate that the perception of accuracy
level of estimates is high for 23.3% of the respondents, medium for 53.3%, and low or



very low for 11.7% of them. On the other hand, 11.7% of the respondents do not have
a clear idea about the accuracy of their estimates. Usman et al. [10], as many other au-
thors, report a tendency to effort underestimation. They also found that the combination
of techniques and Story Points have a positive correlation with estimation accuracy. Vera
et al. [11] indicate that almost half of companies overestimate the project effort, indepen-
dently of the life cycle being used. This happens in some cases because the company uses
a multiplier to overestimate projects in order to reduce the endeavor risk. Additionally,
companies get no feedback from their estimations, and consequently they do not know
the estimations accuracy level.

Prokopova et al. [12] investigate the number of projects that are delivered on time.
They found that more than half of the companies (54%) do not finish 25% of their projects
within their estimations, which is consistent with the trend identified in the other related
studies.

Figure 4. Estimation Techniques in Related Studies

4.3. Correlations
A correlation analysis was performed to identify some of the main interdependencies be-
tween significant variables. We used JASP, a free and open-source program for statistical
analysis supported by the University of Amsterdam [22]. Most of the variables are nom-
inal categorical with more than two values. Contingency tables, contingency coefficient,
and Chi-squared test were used to determine whether there is a statistically significance
between selected variables. Table 2 shows the results of the correlation analysis. Our re-
sults are similar to the Mahnič and Hovelja in terms of dependencies between respondents
experience and effort estimation accuracy level [16].

5. Discussion
5.1. Effort Estimation Techniques
In ASD there is a preference for non-algorithmic techniques because project managers
and teams favor approaches that aid collaboration and consensus for the estimation of the



Table 2. Correlations between Significant Variables

Variables p-value Contingency
Coefficient Explanation

SWE Experience
and SDEE
Experience

p<0.001 0.653

Significant association (moderate positive
correlation) between the Software
Engineering Experience and Experience
in Software Development Effort Estimation.

SWE Experience
and Accuracy
Level

p=0.012 0.497

Significant association (moderate positive
correlation) between the Software
Engineering Experience and the Perception
about Estimation Accuracy Levels.

SDEE
Experience
and Accuracy
Level

p<0.001 0.610

Significant association (moderate positive
correlation) between the Software
Development Effort Estimation
Experience and the perception about
Estimation Accuracy Levels.

effort required and/or the size of the software to be built [5]. In this category, Expert
Judgment oriented techniques are most commonly used by ASD practitioners. Planning
Poker and Delphi are the most used. Analogy and Top-Down techniques are at the second
level of use.

In regard to algorithmic estimation techniques, Regression and COCOMO are the
most relevant, although they are used to a lesser extent than non-algorithmic techniques.
Interestingly, techniques based on function points are not commonly used.

On the other hand, learning-oriented techniques are not sufficiently widespread
in agile contexts. Instead of asking for specific techniques, our survey asks only for the
use of learning-oriented techniques. Only 6.7% of the respondents have used them for
software estimation.

Another important finding is that almost all respondents use at least one estimation
technique. This fact suggests that effort estimation is a frequent and valuable process in
agile projects.

Regarding estimation accuracy, the perception of respondents of high, average,
and low levels of accuracy are 23.3%, 53.3%, and 11,7%, respectively. Moreover, 70%
of the respondents use no technique for analyzing the accuracy of their estimates. Among
the respondents who analyze accuracy, the most representative technique for measuring it
is variance analysis(18.3%). In less than 17% of cases, the techniques used are oriented to
measure deviation or error magnitude. The aspects that most influence estimation accu-
racy are requirements (definition, specification, size, etc.) and team size and experience.

5.2. Predictors for Effort Estimation
The factors that most influence the estimation process can be divided into two main
groups: Those related to the team carrying out the software project and those that are
connected to the characteristics of the project.

On the one hand, team experience includes aspects such as the technical skills



of the members, their maturity as a team, as well as the quantity and quality of their
training and the know-how of the team members about the software process to be used.
That experience is the most important factor to consider in estimating effort, according to
the results. On the other hand, the characteristics of the project have similar relevance.
In this category, the complexity of the software to be built is the most significant factor.
Another influential factor is whether the project is a new development, maintenance, or
enhancement, mainly due to the level of uncertainty involved in each type of development.
Lastly, in a third-place of relevance is the software domain, i.e., the targeted subject area
of the software to be built.

5.3. Datasets and Tools for Effort Estimation
We found that spreadsheets are the most popular tool for supporting the effort estimation
process, possibly due to the ease and flexibility to build models with them. Spreadsheets
are suitable for building simple applications to implement effort models such as regression
curves based on public or proprietary datasets. The use of proprietary tools is not common
perhaps due to the licensing prices of this type of tools.

With respect to datasets, they are rarely used. This can be a strong reason to have
low usage rates of parametric and learning-oriented effort techniques. In cases where
datasets are used, proprietary datasets stand out, i.e., datasets based on info from pre-
vious projects of the company. Finally, datasets are employed mainly for productivity
comparison purposes between past and current projects within the organization.

5.4. Planning Level in ASD
The most frequent planning level is User Stories / Requirements / Use Cases (78.3%).
Likewise, there are high levels of planning on projects (66.7%), releases (45%), and it-
erations (45%). This might suggest that there is an interest in ASD for effort predictions
at iteration, release, and project level. This in turn would confirm one of the main effort
estimation goals in the early stages of the software life cycle: planning, as accurately as
possible, the resources required by the software project. It would be interesting to know
how planning is performed at the project level, as one of the main characteristics of ASD
projects is uncertainty in scope. Lastly, it is worth noting that more than 98% of the people
surveyed perform some type of planning. Only one respondent admitted that she makes
no planning, at least at the levels considered in the survey.

5.5. Comparison with other Studies
Table 3 shows the summary of related studies, in terms of the characteristics of the data
collection processes.

Our results show that almost all surveyed people (88.3%) estimate coding activ-
ities, while analysis (60%), design (53.3%), and testing (51.6%) activities are taken into
account for effort estimation in similar proportions. This is in line with Usman et al.
[10], where coding activities are considered to be the most important for effort estimation
(86.67%). However, they found that analysis (43,33%) and design (53,33%) activities are
considered for effort estimation in a smaller proportion, while testing activities are the
second most important factor.

With respect to factors that can affect effort estimation, they are similar in all
cases. Likewise, the relevance assigned to these factors is also similar. Finally, team



Table 3. Characteristics of Related Studies

Study Instrument Analysis Unit Observations

Usman et al. [10] Survey Individual
Online questionnaire
60 people surveyed.

Vera et al. [11] Interview Company
Semi-structured interview,
One person per company
10 people surveyed.

Prokopova et al. [12] Survey Company
Questionnaire
sent to 91 companies.

Our study Survey Individual
Online questionnaire
60 people surveyed.

experience is the most important factor to consider in effort estimation according to our
results and related studies [10], [13], [14].

As for estimation accuracy, we used a 5-point scale: very high, high, medium,
low, and very low. For the same purpose, Usman et al. [10] use 2 major categories: over-
estimated or underestimated to express estimation accuracy. Vera et al. [11] do not report
how accurate the effort estimates are, instead, they concluded that the effort is always
overestimated due to a multiplying factor that magnifies the estimates. In Prokopova et
al. [12], only the percentage of projects not delivered on-time is reported.

6. Threats to Validity
Validity determines how much we can trust that the study findings accurately reflect the
reality we want to describe or explain. For the particular case of a survey, many factors
can affect that validity and they are discussed in this section, as well as, the actions we
took to avoid or mitigate their effects.

External validity. First, the participants were mostly developers or people who
play specific roles within software teams such as designers, analysts, architects, or scrum
masters. Most of them have more than 5 years of experience in the software industry, with
ages ranging from under 25 to over 45 years. Thus, the sample is quite heterogeneous in
terms of experience, age, and job role. Second, the vast majority of them are in the Andean
region where the largest population and the greatest industrial development of the country
are concentrated. Despite the above, the results of our study cannot be fully applied to
the entire population. Consequently, it is feasible that a replication of this study yields
somewhat different results, in some of the analyzed aspects.

Internal validity. First, to reduce the threat that the subjects may not be com-
petent enough to answer the questionnaire proposed, a list of potential respondents was
built to ensure that participants had worked for software companies and had at least basic
knowledge of effort estimation. Second, we collected specific demographic information
regarding their career to be sure that the answers given by our respondents are reliable and
suitable. Third, we conducted a pilot experiment with two graduate students and obtained
feedback about the questionnaire itself and the time required to respond.

Construct validity. In this regard, we mitigated the associated threats by designing
the questionnaire based on the results of an SLR. In addition, we guaranteed the relevance



of each question included by associating it with one of the research questions formulated
in this study. Moreover, the questionnaire items were iteratively improved so that we
ensure the questions are valid, clear, unambiguous, and bias-free. Lastly, we write an
introduction to the survey where we explained the purpose of the study, and clarified the
concept of effort estimation.

7. Conclusions
We present a survey study aimed at determining how Colombian ASD practitioners carry
out the effort estimation process within agile projects. The designed survey inquires about
the effort estimation techniques used, the accuracy of the estimates, the factors that influ-
ence the accuracy of the estimates and whether datasets are used to support the estimation
processes in any way. The survey was answered by 60 people who play various roles
within Colombian software companies. We used convenience sampling and ensured that
all participants work in the software industry.

With respect to estimation techniques, the ones based on Expert Judgment are
the most frequently used. Within this category, Planning Poker stands out because it is
used by more than half of the respondents and its effectiveness is considered medium-
high when estimating duration, costs, and resources in ASD projects. Furthermore, the
use of parametric techniques is representative (regression, COCOMO, Function Points
Analysis). A minority of the respondents report using learning-oriented techniques and
the use of proprietary techniques is marginal.

Regarding the agile processes, Scrum has been used by all participants, while
Kanban and XP were reported by less than half of the respondents. The predominance
of Scrum makes it the typical framework where the application of effort estimation tech-
niques takes place. Moreover, effort estimation occurs primarily within the fine-grained
planning process, that is, at the User Story or Use Case level. Data also suggests that es-
timation results are used, to a lesser extent, in planning iterations, releases, and the entire
project. These results are consistent with studies that describe the way agile projects are
planned and managed [10].

The respondents also reported that the activities for which effort estimates are
carried out are development (90.9%), analysis phase (61.8%), design tasks (58.2%), and
software testing work (56.4%).

Regarding software sizing, Story Points and Use Case Points are used to a great
extent as units for estimating software size. Approximately, one-third of the surveyed
people use Function Points, and LOC to a lesser extent. Additionally, about 20% of the
respondents reported that they use no size measurement technique.

As for tooling, the use of specialized software to perform software estimation is
not common. This activity is dominated by spreadsheets (90.9%) and, to a lesser extent,
by software tools tailored to the needs of each organization, which may be based on
spreadsheets.

Estimation accuracy is considered high for a fifth of the surveyed people, average
for slightly more than half of them, and low or indeterminate for the rest of the respon-
dents. However, about 71% of the respondents report that a formal accuracy analysis
process is not carried out. The use of variability analysis was reported by 20% of them,



while MRE and PRED(X) were reported by a small proportion of people. All factors
affecting the accuracy of estimates suggested in the survey are recognized as significant.

With respect to effort predictors, the most relevant in order of importance are
team experience, software complexity, development type, team size, software domain,
and software size measurement technique used.

With respect to datasets, we found that, in most cases, they are not used to support
the effort estimation process. This indicates a low level use of parametric or learning-
oriented techniques, which require historical data for calculating estimates or training
the models. In the few cases where datasets are used, they are mostly public sources or
historical data from the organization itself.

The general results suggest that although estimations are performed as an input
for project planning, their accuracy is not formally evaluated. In this regard, the majority
of respondents simply perceive that their estimates are acceptable or good, but there is
no evidence of any effective process that supports such perceptions. We believe that
the support of tools that facilitate data capture, as well as its subsequent analysis, could
substantially improve the quality of the estimates.
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